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Foreword
By Betty Gannett

,

Pettis Perry, courageous leader of the Communist rarty, is widely
known from coast to coast. Together with fifteen other Communists, he
was indicted under the fascist thought-control Smith Act following the
Supreme Court decision upholding the Foley Square frameup of The
Eleven Communist leaders. An intransigent fighter for the full equality
and national freedom of the Negro people, he has sought in his day to
day activities to unite the Negro people and the working class in common struggle against their common oppressors-the white supremacist
Wall Street monopoly ruling circles.
As a prominent Communist and outstanding Marxist theoretician on
the national question, Perry has translated into American reality the
words of Karl Marx that "labor in the white skin cannot be free
where in the black skin it is branded." Seeing the source of Negro
oppression and working-class exploitation in monopoly capitalism, he
has always pointed to the interconnection of these struggles. Negro
liberation is impossible of achievement without the solidarity and support
of the working class; and, the working class can advance its own position
only by championing the cause of national freedom for the Negro people.
His writings, especially those directed to combat the divisive and pernicious rulingclass ideology of white chauvinism-an ideology which
strives to perpetuate the long-exploded myth of white superiority to
justify the barbarous national oppression of the Negro people-has armed
thousands of working-class men and women with a greater sense of their
responsibility in the cause of Negro liberation.
In this pamphlet, Pettis Perry once again, with characteristic clarity
and simplicity, focuses the attention of the American working class and
of all progressive forces on a central issue in the fight for Negro equality,
in the fight to broaden the arena of struggle for democratic rights.
In the context of the coming crucial 1952 Presidential election, Perry
raises the urgency of unfolding to the maximum the fight for Negro

representation in all legislative bodies an a municipal, state and national
The right to vote and
hold office, Perry points out, is a fundamental elementary democratic
right, long denied the Negro people. Thus, the fight for unrestricted
suffrage and Negro representation is an indispensable part of the fight
against the encroachments of fascism on the democratic rights of all
Americans, an %tegral phase of the struggle for peace and democracy
today.
Mustering many cogent arguments and facts, Perry shows that this
struggle for Negro representation will advance not only the cause of
national liberation but greatly accelerate the realization of an anti-fascist
people's coalition of the workers, the Negro people, the farmers and
professionals against Wall Street's drive toward war and fascism.
T h e Negro people's struggle for unequivocal equality in the political,
economic and soda1 life of our country provides great strength to the
resistance movement of the people of our own land and those of the
world as a whole. The inhuman oppression of the Negro people in the
Black &lt of the South, rooted in the survivals of the slave-plantation
system-and setting the pattern of Jim Crow discrimination and segregation throughout the couatry-exposes the true essence of Wall Street's
"Freedom Crusade'' as in reality a "Crusade of Enslavement." The violent repression, brutality, lynchings and bombing-the genocidal warfare
directed against the Negro people-are evidence of the "American way of
life" which Wall Street strives to impose on the rest of the world. Thus,
the struggle of the Negro people for national liberation merges with the
anti-imperialist colonial liberation struggles sweeping over all of Asia and
Africa-and bkomes a powerful bulwark against the nightmare of atomic
annihilation and fascist violence the rulers of our land strive to unleash.
The Negro people, in every state of the Union, press forward for
representation on all levels of government. This fight for unrestricted
suffrage and rightful representation to wipe out the annulment of citizenship is evidence of the rising national consciousness and great fighting
unity of the Negro people. Undaunted by ruling-class terror and persrmtion, and, in the main, not beguiled by Truman's "selective appointments,"
the Negro people with fearless courage in both South and North, organize
td &ze
the potential of their numbers in the political arena.
scale, and for all elective and appointive positions.

'

This struggle is an important phase of the struggle for national freedom and liberation. For the realization of full nationhood, the rightful
position of the Negro people in the Black Belt of full equality as a nation,
can today best be advanced in the struggle to achieve Negro representa,tion. Without the right to vote and hold office, the most minimum
realization of self-rule is impossible. Furthermore, victories in this struggle
for Negro representation are bound to advance the fight for equality
throughout the country.
White workers and white progressives must evidence a new awareness of their great responsibility in helping to realize these elementary
political aspirations of the Negro people for representation, for the right
to make and to enforce the laws, for the right to vote and to hold office.
It is essential to burn into the consciousness of the American workers
the unambiguous words of Perry that "The test of the sincerity to fighl
for Negro rights and against chauvinist restrictions of any kind lies in the
readiness of white workers and progressives to take up the fight for the
long-retarded right of Negro men and women to take their place on a
basis of full equality in positions of leadership:'
The great value of this pamphlet is the incisiveness and conviction
with which it brings home the urgent task before the advanced workers,
the advanced fighters for peace and democracy, to rally the working p e e
ple in the shops and unions, the farmers in the rural areas, the men and
women of the professions for this important objective. It is necessary to
make certain in each locality, city and state, for every municipal body,
state legislature, and for Congress and the Senate, that Negro candidates
are put forward on one or another ticket, and supported by broad in&
pendent nonpartisan coalitions that will guarantee thdr election. Determined support must also be given to the registration campaign in the
South-a support powerful enough to protect Negro voters from KKK.
violence and intimidation.
The twin parties of Big Business, in token recognition of the rising
temper of the Negro people' to smash discrimination in political representation, will put forward Negro candidates for one or another office.
But the parties of Truman and Taft cannot f W the political aspirations
of the Negro people. Their aim is to divert and defeat the struggle for
full Negro repiesentation. All the more, then, is it essential that the pro-

r'I

@ve ioras everywhere guarantee that Negro candidates are projectad 1 ,
who have arisen in the struggle for Negro equality and can advance the ,
true interests of the Negro people. But the principle of Negro representation, the author underscores, today demands support for Negro candidates,
regardless of Party label, so as to assure the attainment of equal repesenta- 4
tion for Negro votas throughout the country.
Negro representation can be advanced in igp if the potential of the
organized Aght of the Negro people is joined by the strength of their ,
white working class and progressive dies. The democratic upsurge of
the Rcumsauction of 186&75, which was the only time when Negro rep "
resentation was a reality, can be recreated on a new and higher level
providing thc w b workers do not fail in their responsibility. Then, too,
it was a coalition of the Negro people and their white allies which .
achieved Negro representation. Only such unity can realize Negro representation today and thereby advance the fight for equal citizenship for
' 15 rdion Negro people in our land
The white workers and ~ e s s i v e can
s rid themselves of the onus
of national oppression only to the degree that they fight for Negro rights
and against the infection of white chauvinism not in general tams but
cpncrett5y, around concrete issues. The fight for Negro representation
today is a challenge to the whde progressive camp. It can and must
be met.
The pamphlet by Pettis Perry is a major contribution toward realizing
thir objedve. It merits the broach distribution and study not alone in
the r d s of advanced and forward-striving men and women, but among
working p p l e generally in every sphere of American life. Effective dis i
tribution of rhis pamphlet, and extensive discurJions of its mntent, will
enhance +e clarity ro vitally essential m develop concrete activities toward
'

I
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NEGRO REPRESENTATION

Negro Representation-A

Step Towards
Negro FIIIIT~

By PeHis Perry
Tm ~ r n
OF 1951 finds the United
States closer to the brink of fascism
and war than at any previous time
in its history. This is seen in the current huge armaments program, in
the application of the Smith Act,
in the passage of the McCarran Act,
and in the increased use of the TaftHartley Act( the Act that both parties pledged to repeal in their 1948
election promises). It is seen even
more graphically in the year and a
half of genocidal warfare conducted
against the colored peoples of Asia.
The war in Korea explodes the myth
that US. imperialism desires peace;
the myth that the United States is
the world leader of democracy.
The pro-fascist drive of United
States imperialism is seen in its genocidal warfaFe against the Negro people documented at length in the historic volume, We Charge Genocide,
just published by the Civil Rights

Congress. Here we need but recall
a few of the most recent atrocities:
the murder of Robert Mallard for
attempting to exercise his right to
vote in the state of Georgia; the police murder of Henry Fields and John
Derrick in the City of New Ymk;
the outrage in Cicero against Mr. and
Mrs. Clark simply because they attempted to cross the boundaries of
the ghetto; the murder of Willie
McGee and of Edward Honeycutt,
and the mass killing of the Martinsville Seven, while all law enforcement officers and all executive
branches of the Federal government
were discreetly silent, despite the appeals from the whole world to the
President of the United States to halt
this barbarism. And what of the
brutal killing of Samuel Shepard in
Florida and the serious wounding of
Walter Lee Irwin, his companion,
while they were being transferred,

in handcuffs, to another jail-a coldblooded murder perpetrated by Dixiecrat Sheriff McCall at the moment
that President Truman was leisurely
basking in the sunshine of the Florida beaches! Tnunan had not one
word to say about this. Oh, no. He
was too busy mapping further military adventures to bring about world
domination by U.S.imperialism.
HOWis all this m be explained?
It is to he explained by the simple
fact that the bourgeoisie, in its drive
to fascism and war, must at all costs
attempt to smash the growing Negro
liberation movement. It must at all
costs maintain the separation betwem the Negro masses and the
white workas, it must keep alive
and spread the poison of white chauvinism.
The working class cannot function
as a democratic force in this country,
it cannot move to improve its own
well-being, without the most forthright struggle against these heinous
crimes. The war economy is eating
away the living standards of the
broad masses. Fascism and war would
mean unrestrained violence against,
andl intensified exploitation of the
workers and the Negro people. Fascism and war would mean further
enslavement and impoverishment of
the poor farmers who are already
Mng robbed by the war economy.
Fmism and war would spell the
destruction of the democratic
~f all. There are alarming and
d ~ o signs
~ ofsadvancing fascism

which urgently demand unity of a o
tion on the part of the masses-Ned
gro and white-against every encroachment of fascism and every
further move of the war-makers,
The promotion of Negro-white
unity is a major and key task in the
general nation-wide fight to defeat
the fascists and the war-mongers.
This vitally needed unity is a concrete issue, in terms of the existing
relation of forces and the existing
favorable factors for its realization.
The signal post-war advance of
the Negro people, whose fight is outstanding in scope and militancy in
the entire camp of struggle for peace
and democracy in the United States,
has placed on the order of the day
the major political issue of Negro
representation in all areas of political
and social life, including the leadership of the mass organizations of the
working class, general people's organizations, the peace movement,
youth and women's organizations,
cultural organizations, etc. The test
of the sincerity to fight for Negro
rights and against chauvinist rmViC.
tions of any kind lies in the readiness
of white workers and progressives to
take up thc fight for the long-retarded right of Negro men and women to take their place on a bad4
of full equality in positions of leadership. This paramount issue requires to be unfolded in a complete
and vital discussion for clarification
within the entire labor and propssive movement. It is my purpose in

this article to deal solely with a
major area of this question, namely,
the right of Negroes to representation
in the executive, legislative and judicial bodies on federal, state and
municipal levels. This issue is today
being pressed for by the Negro people in dl sections of the country,
especially in the South.
LESSONS FROM HISTORY
To get a proper historical picture
of the basic problems of the Negro
people and the fundamental base of
national oppression, it is vital for us
to look back over the past threequarters of a century, which set the
stage for the enchaining of a people
within the geographical confines of
the United States.
It would be helpful to our discussion to refer back -to the Reconstruction periad, particularly its destruction by a coalition of Southern Bourbons -and Narthern industrial and
financial interests. There is no period
in the history of the United States
that has been-more distorted by bourgeois historians than the pekiod of
Reconstruction.
These reactionary historians profess to express horror at alleged "corruption" of the R&onsuuction gwernments and slander the Negro and
poor white members of these governments as "incompetents" and "squanderers." But what are the facts? The
facts are that the Radical Reconstruction governments were examples of

honesty in the entire range of the
governments of their e r a 4 e ua af
colossal graft, as typified by the Grant
Administration in Washington and
the Boss Tweed Ring in New York
City. The facts are that the planters'
governments of pre-Civil War vintage had been notoriously corrupt
from the days of the Yazoo Land
scandals in early Georgia to the Mississippi bank repudiation scandals of
the 1850's.
And when these racist historians
point to rising state indebtedness during Reconstruction as proof of alleged colossal "squandering," they
"forget" to tell their readers that the
real reason for the increase in indebtedness was the fact that the Reconstruction governments werc faced
with the task a€ rebuilding a devastated South, of establishing a universal school system, of introducing
a vast social-welfare program, and
that all this had to be done in the
face of hostility from the rich plum
ers, many of whom refused - to pay
taxes to these Radical p v e r m n t s .
, A funher demagogic contention
which these racist historians, raise
against Reconstrwtioa is that the
achievement of democratic rights
"swamped" the white population
and reduced them m nought. In the
first place, it is clear from the whole
pattern of this reasoning that this
argument is but one of many des;ip$
to disrupt the movement for N e p
white unity and to perpea
dcavage where the fullest unity is

the guarantee for the common advance on the road of democratic
victories. Secondly, as to the facts.
What history reveals is that in the
Radical Reconstruction legislatures
the number of Negro and white representatives reflected fairly accurately the actual population rnakup, in which, usually, Negroes did
not constitute a majority. What
these reactionary historians hide is
the essential truth that for the first
time in tbe history of our country, a
degree of democratic advance was
attained through the Reconstruction
program which benefitted the Negro and white population, and that
this was made possible by the very
fact that the Negro slave of yesterday entered the stage of history as a
free man with democratic guarantees. Concretely, this meant that
the Negro people, emancipated by a
social revolution, became a leading
and decisive force in the Reconstruction governments of the South. The
welfare promoted by those governments was a general one in the interests of the entire population, Negro and white, on economic, social
and political levels. This encompassed the establishment of universal,
free education, the development of
industry, communications and transportation, the building of a great
loeial welfare system of hospitals,
homes for the aged and the orphaned,
d asylums for the mentally ill.
Thee governments wiped out antiSemitic laws. They sought to

the land hunger of the dispossessed
tillers of the soil by the confiscation
and equitable division of the Bourbons' plantations. Their legislation
moved boldly and swiftly to eradicate the whole cancer of anti-Negro
policy and Jim Crow practices-a
decisive, historic step, charged with
profound democratic meaning for
the entire country, which was hampered and subsequently defeated by
the counter - revolutionary terror
launched by the combination of
Bourbons and Northern industrialists.
It is clear that from Johnson to
Grant the plans were very well laid
for a complete betrayal of the Reconstruction governments, thus leaving the Negro people to the tender
mercies of the plantation owners,
the Southern
of developing
monopoly
The doom of
- capitalism.
Reconstruction was culminated in
the sell-out by the Republican Presidential candidate, Rutherford B.
Hayes, in 1877.
Hayes was given the election, in
return for which he agreed to withdraw the last ~ e d e r dtroops from
South Carolina, thus sealing the undisturbed sway in the South of the
Bourbons. TGSmarks the beginning
of the alliance between the Southern
Bourbons and the Northern Republicans.
I have not been able to find any
period since 1877 where there has
been any break in the alliance between the Southern Bourbons and

the Northun Republicans. It should
be said in addition, that the Southern
Democrats always did exercise wemendous influence over the national
setup of the Democratic Party, with
the exception of a brief period during
the presidency of Franklin D. Roosevelt. Today this influence is at a
peak.
So this socalled "new discovery"
of such an alliance turns out to be
nothing new. The only new thing in
the picture-aside from the international situation -- is the name
"Dixiecrat." But the social forces,
the plantation owners and the K.K.K.;
were and are the same. And all of
the pleading about the impossibility
of a civil rights program which the
Truman Administration demagogically engages in is sheer hogwash.

The Southern Bourbons, because
of their disfranchisement of millions
of Negro and white voters, are reelected year after year. This gives
them top seniority and thus they
grab the chairmanships of most
standing committees and of a whole
number of sub-committees in Congress, and it is those cornmitt'which really run the congressional
show.
James Jackson, in an article in Pojiticdtk Afluirs for August, ISO, described the situation in the following
manner : "From thirteen Southern
states, with a combined total voting
electorate of just a million more than
New York State alone, the South has
IZZ Congressmen and 26 Senators in
the United States Congress. What is
more, these plantation Democrats are
chairmn of eleven of the nineteen
NEGRO DISFRANCHISEMENT
standing House Committees and
AND AMERICAN
eight of the fifteen standing Senate
"DEMOCRACY"
Committees!'
The . defeat of Reconstruction .. The question of Negro represenmeant a colossal setback to the peo- tation, must be approached from the
ple's democratic forces througLout standpoint of its importance for the
the land, the evil effects of which are country as a whole-namely, as a
with us to this day. As against the major step to extend democracy in
insidious attemps of reaction and its the United States. As long as the
ideologists to besmirch that glorious South remains as it is in its political
chapter in American history, it is the setup and ecanornic construction, it
task of .all democratic ~mkricans,to- will ever remain as a cesspool of reacday as never before, to reclaim that tion which is allied with dominant
high democratic heritage and to Wall Street finance capital. The
build upon it in the present vital Dixieaats in that area are but the
struggles to defeat the fascist-minded spokesmen of Wall Street.
prototypes of the destroyers of ReHence, the fight for Negro r e p construction.
sentation, elective and appointive,

(
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laoms as a great anti-fascist struggle
in the United States. It b a sad cornrnennry that throughout the history
of this couatry, there has ken only
one Negro elected to a high judicial
post-J.
J. Wright, elected during
Reconstruction to the State Supreme
Court of South Carolina. No administration of any state in the United
States has ever appoirnted a Negro to
such office. Not since the Reconstion p i o d b &ere bten a single
Negro el-d
to the Seaw of rhe
United State% nor ha$ &ere bcn a '
Negro elected to Congress from any
Southern state t h e e George H.
White, of North Carolina, I& Goac
@em fie years ago. Yet, thc South
is 'the area where over ro,oao,m Nep s live. It is the area of the greatest povuty for both Negro and white
of any part of he United States.
From here comes that gang of reactionaries who ye* h e r year are
among the most aggressive fightcrs
for all types of anti-labor legislation.
And with &em now are allied, not
only the Republicans of the North,
but the Truman Democrats as well.
It is from these arcas that the greatest
amount of terror and vialation o£
civil rights of the Negro people
comes.
It is in the &ck Belt area of the
%u.& that the Negro nation remains
~&aiins-whichnation sufiers many
&,MC
abuses that are cominon to
cdand semi-colonial areas. As
10fJ@'$j~
this sham& condition exists,' M'
,can the United States be

coupled with the term Dnnumracy?
T o overcome this, the labor mwement all over the country, but especially in the North, must play a key
role in the whole fight to break down
discrimination. Only on the basis of
such a fight, in which the labor movement boldly champions the cause of
Negro rights among the most backwyd elements of whites can a true
& a c e of the Negro people and labor b formed. Without such ani
alliance, the labor movement will not
succeed in attaining many of its major objectives.
This is the framework in which
ope must see the Negro question today. It is this framework that we
must use as a gauge to the much
talked of tremendous "progress" that
the Negro people arc making today.

ON THE NEGRO
PEOPLE'S PROGRESS

Far be it from me to deny that the
Negro people are making progress.
But the history of the Negro pe~ple
did not begin in goo or in ~865.Tht
Negro people's history in this m u try began over three hundred years
ago. And one would have to study
seriously the history of slavery and
above all the history of the Civil War
and Reconstruction. I would strongly
urge that such a study take place. I
especially would like to urge all readers seriously K, examine such irnportant work as Black Recondrwtion by W. E. B. Du Bois, Jama S,

Allen's R m o n ~ i o n :The W

e ward eliminating some of the misery

Fm Dnnw(icy, Carter G. wood- and oppression that the Negro people
son'%,Negro Oratws and Their Orutwnr, and, above all, I would especidy urge a serious study of the
Duc~mentaryHistory of the Negro
People in the United Stam by Herbert Aptheker, as a key to a further
and fuller understanding of the
whole Negro question and the significance of the fight for Negro representation.
Speaking of the progress that the
Negroes have made, it should be
stated first of all that since the grcat
battles of Reconstruction and the
post-Reconstruction period ending
roughly in rep, the Negro m a w
sustained very serious setbacks from
which they have not yet recovezed.
It was ,during this period that, in
every legislature of the South, Neg k s played a very important role.
It was during this period that Missis
sippi, Alabama, Louisiana, Virginia,
the Carolinas, Georgia, and Florida,
&om time to time, had Negroes in
Congress. This ground w2s lost when
thC last Negro from the South was
eliminated from Congress in 1901.
' What happened insofar as the
progress of the Negroes is concerned
that is so lauded today by some and
sne-d
at by athers? During the
R m v e l t regime, especially from the
middle '3oYs,when Negroes began to
be 'drawn into varidozs administrative
positions, especially m W.P.A. projects a.yd various other relief setups,
and certain gestures were made to-

are subjected to, a considerable breakaway from the Republican Party on
the part of the Negro people began
to take place. It was not until then
that the Republican' Party was r d y
awakened from its idiotic sl&
and began to realize that the Negro
masses were an independent force
and were neither in its nor in anybody else's pocket.
SMASH JIM CROW
IN POLITICAL LIFE1
During this period, especially after
the advent of the C.I.O., a broad
coalition of Roosevelt Democrats, the
Negro people and labor was formed.
The Left forces, including our Party,
played a very important role in help
ing to bring about that coalition. h
is this whole new development that
began more and more, and still eontinues, to cause the Big B u s ~ polis
ticians to note the trmr~ridausu p
surge on the part of thc Negro
masses. This independent upsurge
of the Negro forces it3 frighteaing United States hpcria8sr;b. The
imperialists are f o r d , because of
this upsurge and dtahce, to make
certain c m e e s ~ h
i ~ the form of
appointments of Negroes to sundry
political posts. But the bourgeoisie
hopes thereby to transform these partial vi-ries on the part of '& N~Bgro people and their allies into.&cles of the Negro liberation pwimov~merit.
I
'

I,

There is much confusion in the
minds of some peoplc-Comrnunists
and non-Oommunists+m the question of Negro representation. Some
ask: Suppose a Negro wcre a p
pointed, let us say, to a judicial office*
Aside from attaining a high-paying
job for a Negro; would this amount
to anything insofar as the Negro
people are concerned? Others ask:
Would not a fight for Negro representation divert from the main fight
-namely, the fight for jobs for Negroes? Finally, it is asked: When
we put this forward, aren't we saying that we approve of the role of
Dawson, and the role of Edith Samp
son?
This latter argument is simply
worthless, because it sees individuals
and not the Negro liberation movement. It sees individuals and not the
alliance of the Negro liberation
movement with the organized labor
movement in collaboration with all
white -progressive
forces as a determining factor in pushing forward to
a greater height the whole course of
Negro liberation. This argument
also is based upon a camplete lack of
confidence in the Negro masses to
get rid of their own misleaders.
The question that must be posed
is: What is the basis of all these
arguments? The basis is a deep lack
if not a complete lack--of understanding of the national question and
the approach that the Le£t and progressivc forcc+cspecially Marxists
--should have to that movement.

Take the argument that this fight
for Negro representation would divert from the fight for jobs. Is it not
clear that a basic understanding and
an all-out fight on the part of the
labor movement to obtain the I O O ,
jobs projected by the National Negro
Labor Council Convention held in
Cincinnati would make more clear
to the labor movement the need to
fight for complete equality for the
Negro people? We Communists
stand without reservation for emnomic, political and social equality
for the Negro people and the right
of ddetermination for the Negro
nation in the Black Belt. The first
three slogans summarize in basic outline all of the aims and aspirations
of the Negro national minority in
the North; while all four slogans
are the basic aims and aspirations of
the Negro nation in the Black Belt.
For Communists, therefore, to raise
such arguments as given above, displays the utmost confusion. These
comrades fail to see in a Leninist
manner that every act of national o p
pression calls forth resistance on the
part of the oppressed. They fail to
understand that this resistance is
seen graphically 4 the resistance that
Negroes are putting up all over the
country and all along the line against
oppression-but especially agaihst p
litical oppression; so much so, that
election after election witnesses a
great upsurge of Negroes aspiring to
office.
The fact is that during the last

~

give all-out support, whilc at the
e~ections,five Negroes were suful in their bid for office in Southern same time striving to influence and
states. They were: Dr. W. P. Devanc, give leadaship to that movement.
Stalin writes:
physician, Fayetteville, N. C.; Dr.

William M. Hampton, physician,
Greensboro, N. C.; the Rev. William
R. Crawford, Winston-Salem, N. C.;
Robert E. Lillard, attorney, Nashville, Tenn., and 2. A. Looby, also
a Nashville lawyer-all
for City
Council or Board of Aldermen. And
for the first time in over half a century, Negroes will enter the Louisiana primaries in the Gubernatorial
elections.
Take the argument that this fight
for representation on the part of the
Negro people will only involve the
Negro middle class. Here the question must be asked: What is the
fundamental thing for Marxists? Is
it to boycott those movements that
are not led by the workers and s u p
port only those that are? No, this is
not Marxist. Marxists base their approach to the national movement on
one fundamental consideration, and
that is: objectively, where is the
movement going? Is it going against
imperialism or in support of imperialism?
Of course, it is necessary to strive
for the leadership of the proletariat
over national movements. But when
this has not yet been achieved and
the revolutionary or national liberation movement is proceeding under
the leadership of the bourgeoisie and
petty-bourgeoisie, it is the duty and
responsibility of Marxists always to

For the same reason the struggle the
Egyptian merchants and bourgeois intellectuals are waging for the independence of Egypt is objectively a revoluh n m y struggle, despite the bourgeois
origin and bourgeois title of the leaders
of the Egyptian national movement,
despite the £act that they are opposed
to Socialism; whereas the fight the
British Labor Government is waging
to perpetuate Egypt's dependent position is for the same reasons a reacu'onary struggle, despite the proletarian
origin and the proletarian title of the
members of that government, despite
the fact that they are "for" Socialism.*

This, of course, puts the question
clearly as to how Marxists should
always view national movements.
And in posing this question, everyone should ponder the following:
Are the nationar liberation 'potentialities of the Negro bourgeoisie and
petty-bourgeoisie exhausted? If not,
should the revolutionary movement,
the Marxists in the first place, recognize these potentialities in the fight
for full liberation of the entire Negro
people? Will the fight for national
liberation, which is an allclass fight
insofar as the Negroes are concerned,
serve the cause and interests of the
Negro workers and peasants? I£ su,
are we justified in finding a way to

m& this potentiality a d t y ?
No one can answer these questions
in the negative. CoaseQuentiY,when
we have confusion on this point we
havt a whole gamut of ideological
misconceptions. We have here - chauvinism, nationalism, opportunism and
"Left" sectarianism.
Can anyone *in his right mind
imagine that it is possible to carry
through in a real sense the fight for
Negro representation without at the
same time seeking to involve sections
of the Negro middle class and the
Negro boirgeoisicand as large a
section of it as possible? Can any
perspective of encouraging and s u p
porting Negroes for office base itself
on only supporting Negro workers
and Negro peasants? This does not
mean that the progressive movement
. should not encourage Negro trade
unionists to run for a whole number
of offices.
An approach to this question must
be based on the broadest possible
coalition in every Negro community.
Ways and means should be found
for the whole progressive movement
-Negro and white, but especially
our Negro cadrc-to help the rest of
the Negro community seek out the
candidates that can achieve the broadest amount of unity in the Negro
community. And in cases where such
:,w&dates are put forward by the
v)#gro community without our par,tic' ]tion, we should examine the
po!#Pilities of mustering the broadest "&&kt. In other words, we must

try m find the minimum ~ ~ ~ ~ J Z U I L
u p which such candidate d run, ;
as well as assess the standing and '
strength of the g
i
v
a candidate in
the Negro community. We must ;:
not in any way insist in every case
that such candidates carry the entire
program of the Leh.
It would be incorrect to limit
support of Negro candidates to Progressive Party or ALP. tickets, or :
to Communist Party tickets. Of :
course, these Parties have the right ' :
and the obligation under certain ,';
conditions, to put forward their own
Negro forces. But a broad approach :
to this would mean in a number of ':
cases that Negroes who are registered 1'
Republicans or Democrats might be
considered as candidates meriting
the support of the Left and progressive movements. The fundamental
thing is to smash Jim Crow in the
political life of our country.
\

THE NEGRO PEOPLE
RESIST IMPERIALISM

While the bourgeoisie unleashes its
racist, terroristic attacks, the Negro
people are by no means taking these
attacks lying down. They are addressing themselves in the most
forthright manner to all of the ills
concerning themselves. The Negroes
are fashioning new weapons in
their fight for full citizenship. They
are more and more allying themselves with the great peace and democratic movements in the country, as

witness the Chicago Peace Conferen& held in July of this year.
The central problem confronting
the Negro people today is still first
and foremost the fight for jobs and
job equality. It is in this light that
we have to view one of the new
weapons of struggle that the Negroes
have fashioned in the last year. I refer
to the formation of the National Negro Labor Council that took place
in Cincinnati at the end of October.
This convention not only outlined a
perspective of I O O , ~jobs by May
15th (which should encourage at~d
inspire the entire labor movement of
this country to throw its full support
to this campaign) but also elabaratd
quite a comprehensive program of
day-tday struggle for jobs in shops,
in communities, around stores, and
above all, around utilities-such as
telephone, telegraph, etc.
The campaign around this question
would help in a great measure in
unifying the Negro middle class
along with the Negro workers, with
the Negro workers playing a key
role in leading such struggle. It would
help more firmly to unify the whole
Negro community around all progressive forces in the labor move
ment as a whak. This program also
encompasses a special fight for hiring
Negro women as a particular demand; moving thc trade unions to
fight specifically and concretely for
jobs fur Negro womm in industry
and not just for Negroes in general.
We can see the iniportance of this

when we consider that Negro women'
were the last to enter indusq at the
end of the Second World War and
were the first fired; when we consider also that industry has practically
eliminated Negro women production
workers and that re-hiring at the
present time is nonexistent.
This program projects a special
campaign for the employment of
Negro youth. Negro young men and
women leaving high school and college are faced constantly with the
fact that the only livelihood open to
them involves the bootblack stand,
the mop, the broom, porter jobs or
domestic and personal service work.
For the Negro people of the South,
this struggle has a special significance
because, as was reported at the convention, Negro women in a number
of Southern stata are very oftcn denied their unemployment insurance
when they arc offered jobs as domestic workers at as little as $ 2 . ~a
week. And this, by the wap, is the
same wage Negro women dbrnestic
workers received fifty and six* pan
ago in the South! And when manployment cornped&tiun
paid in
Southern states, it is wy A n as
little as $8 and $zd cr week.
This conveatiun 'ev~1veda model
1 and~suggested
e
to uncontract ~
ions that this clause be inserted in all
contracts, and that special steps be .
taken to guarantee that employyi
live up to such contracts. Fur&@#
the progrpni envisages the fight ifor
F.E.P.C.on all government l&&

city, state and Federal. T o this s h d
be added the following for which
progressive forces are duty-bound
to fight:
I. city, county, state and Federal
governments t
6 dtpy any loan or
contract to any company that refuses
to hire on the basis of color, religion
or national origin.
2. No public money whatsoever to
be granted to any company that refuses to upgrade on the basis of such
discrimination.
This program calls for taking steps
to involve Jewish organizations,
Catholic organizations, Protestant organizations, etc. It is essential also
that every effort should be made to
involve Puerto Rican and MexicanAmerican communities in such a
fight. These two groups would very
often find special reasons for joining
in such a fight, since they too u e the
victims of job discrimination.
This National Negro Labor Council convention also r&ed sharply the
need to intensify the fight against
police brutality, lynch terror and for
the passage of anti-poi1 tax and antilynching laws. This Council is the
newest &d most potent weapon that
the Negro people have to date fashioned in their stmggk against reaction. This is a weapon that can
insure the unification of Negro labor,
irrespective of craft or industry,
which would enable it to muster its
full ;force in the fight for full freedIt gives Negro Lbor greater
possibilitia to stimulate and u d y

the white workers in the shops and
in the labor movement. It gives it an
opportunity to play an influential role
in the whole Negro liberation movement, and without such leadership
the Negro liberation movement cannot remain consistent and vital.
Another weapon forged in the past
period is the Sojourner Truth movement, a movement of Negro women
aimed at creating the base for greater
unity of Negro women-both from
the organized and unorganized sectors of the Negro women. This movement attracted nationwide-indeed,
worldwide-attention in its pilgrimage to Washington demanding a
halt to the terroristic tactics used by
the bourgeoisie against the Negro
people. This movement made it
known that the Negro women are
sick and tired of having their sons,
husbands and brothers brutalized by
United States imperialism. It made
known that they are sick and tired
of their husbands, sons and brothers
being sent into a Jim Crow army.
This movement is already beginning
to exert considerable influence
among large sections of the Negro
people.
In both cases, that is in the case of
this Negro women's movement and
the case of the National Negro Labor Council, many white progressives seem confused and express great
fear of the growth of nationalism
among Negroes. What the white
progressives fail to see is that these
movements, if supported by white

masses, can become quite a factor in
building a new kind of unity between
Negro and white. This is especially
so if the Negro masses can now begin
to see more and more white workers
and progressives boldly fighting
against all aspccts of white supremacy. This would help in rallying the
entire Negro people on the side of
progress, despite all of the C h a ~ i n g
Tobiases, the Roy Wilkinses, and
Lester Grangers that United States
imperialism may purchase. The white
progressives should realize that the
only way full confidence on the part
of the Negro masses can be won is
to forge this confidence on the basis
of a readiness on the part of white
progressives to smash Jim Crow in
all its forms.
The Negro youth, North and
South, are beginning to react vigorously to the task of smashing Jim
Crow in the educational setup of the
country. The Negro youth are showing determination as never before to
smash Jim Crow in employment,
recreation and the armed forces.
These are some of the new weapons
that the Negro people are forging,
while resisting the terroristic attacks
of U.S. imperialism. The progressive
forces can render no greater service
to the Negro liberation movement
than to give these weapons every
possible encouragement and support.
Very recently, the progressive
forces have shown that victories can
be won, despite reactionary attempts.
Note the significant victory in win-

ning freedom for £ow of the Trenton
Six. The job ahead in this respect is
to guarantee the victory of the remaining two. The Civil Rights Congress merits the applause and support
of all progressives. It made this case
a world wide issue, without which
no victory in the courtroom would
have been possible. The C.R.C. has
generally, over the past period, played
an outstanding role in the fight for
civil and democratic rights for the
Negro people. Its book We Charge
Genocide now before the United Nations should get the widest circulation among the broad masses of the
people of this country, and it merits
the greatest amount of support to insure that this is taken up at the
United Nations now in session. The
progressive forces have shown that
victories can be won by the fact that
the lawyers who defended the Communist Eleven have won a rehearing
from the Supreme Court. It was
shown in the successful fight to secure bail for the California Fifteen,
despite the attitude of the US. Department of Justice. It was further
shown by the fact that the indictment in these cases was thrown out
of court by the judge as "de£ectiv~"
even though the judge gave the prosecution ten days to "cure" the "defect."
T h e smashing victory in the Du
Bois case attests to the growing alertness w the part of the demoentic
forces of this country to the need to
throw back the encroachment of

fascism. It shows further that where
unity is achieved, such victories are
possible.
There can be no rounded approach
to Negro representation without the
most serious effort on the part of the
progressive forces all over the country to smash an restrictions against
voting. That means the passage of
an anti-poll tax bill, thc enforcement
of the 14th Amendment, the fight
to outlaw the Klan, the fight to demand the death penalty for lynchers.

THE TASKS BEFORE US
The year 1 9 9 is a presidential
election year. Moreover, zgp-unlike
gr@
t sithe first election since the
19
census. There are a number of
new Congressmen and state representatives to be elected in IS. A key
question is the fight for reapportionment on the basis of giving an adequate opportunity for Negroes to be
elected in all areas where reapportionment has not been consummated.
And where it has been settled, the
most intense type of activities among
the whites should be put forward as
a means of guaranteeing the broadest
support from the labor and pro&essive movemeate to such efforts on
the part of Negraes for repr-tadon.
. :In1952, between now and the MdPnal conventions of the two major
a demand should go up from
all a m the country that those parties
keep . k i r 1948 promises by passing

some aspects of the much talked d
civil rights program. We must especially demand an anti-poll tax law,
a real F.E.P.C. law, an anti-lynching
bill, and a b
i
d outlawing Jim Crow
in the armed forces. The progressive
ferces should reject all demagogic
contentions that the Dixiecrats keep
Congress from passing this kind of
legislation. The question must be
asked: Has Truman more influence
over Italy, India, and other countries
than he has over the Dixiecrats of
the South? There is no hesitation on
the part of the Truman Administration in laying down the law to other
countries who flinch in following
the dictates of US. imperialism.
Therefore, it is necessary to demand
that Truman say in plain language
to these Qixiecrat Senators and Rep
resentatives and to aU obstructioaists to civil rights laws that they
either fall in line or all patronage will
be taken from them. And, of course,
Truman could set up an effective
F.E.P.C. without Congress. He can
issue an Executive Urder outlawing
discrimination in employment, because most industries today are running on Federal money. As Cornmander-in-Chief, he can issue an
Executive Order outlawing Jim Crow
in the armed forces. It is sheer demagogy on-thepan of the Truman Administration to plead helplessness in
the face of this situation.
On January 26, 1938, Senator
Richard B. Russell of Georgia, in
filibustering against the anti-1y6

ing bill, said the bllowhg: '%very
Senator on the floor of this body
knows that if a measure of this kind
were passed, there wuld be one or
mme states in the United States
where there would be Negro governors and there would be Negro
senators. There are many states where
two or three or four or five members
of the House of Representatives
would be Negroes, and no white man
would have a chance to bc elected.
This means that there would be
county after county &re every oB;G
er and every o6cial would be of the
Negro race."
Russell, it sho& be remembered,
is Chairman of the Armed Services
Committee. He heads the very committee which is supposed to be wag
ing a war for democracy against the
Korean people. He is the head of
that committee which guides much
of our foreign policy.
And his companion, Senator Walter George, is Chairman of the Finance Committee and a member of
the Foreign Relations Committee.
And what are we told by these Dixiecrats, who are members of Truman's
party? We are told that the K u Klux
Klan must be u n r e s t r i d to lynch
and burn the Negro people, because
otherwise they might replace Russell
or George in the Senate. Yet, these
Dixiecrats admit that the Negroes
in certain areas constitute such an
overwhelming majority that a whole
number of Congressmen would
come from them, and-.that in other

areas, every o f b - and 086CirlwoYlB

be "memhrs of the Negro race!'
The question is: What is wrong
with that? Democracy, among ather
things, m a s majority rule. And
what kind of democracy is it that
must constantly exclude the majority
from office, even to the point of
lynching for attempting to exercise
their rights to vote? From this, it
should be clear why Mach Snip,
Isaiah Nixon and Robert Mallard
were brutally murdered in the home
state af these Diecrat Senators.
All of this should make crystal
clear that the working. class as a
whole in the United States has a big
responsibility in helping to break up
the reactionary stronghold that these
Bourbons exercise over the !hthern
part of the United States, while pimultaneously influencing the lifc of
our entire country. The C.1.0. perpetrated the greatest mass betrayal
upon the Negro people since the
Civil War and Reconstruction when
it so disgracefully betrayed the Southern organizing drive in 1947.Today
there are an estimated 2 0 0 , Negro
~
and white lumber workers in the
South unorganized. There are thousands of tobacco workers, thousands
of transport workers, and tens of
thousands of agricultural workas
and sharecroppar who, if organized
on a militant non-segregated basis,
would be a powerful factor in hdp
ing to eliminate the Wall StreetBourbon-Dixiecrat rule over the
Southern part of the United States.

.

'

Such a step would give powerful impetus to the labar and progressive
movements all over the country.
This fight should be tied up with
a mass fight for jobs and employment of the Negro people. It should
be tied to all-out support to such instruments as the National Negro
Labor Comcil. It should be tied to
helping to spread the new publication, Freedom, among literally thousands of Negro and white workers,
and the Civil Rights Congress' book,
W e Charge Genocide. All d this
should in turn be tied up with a
fight in every Northern state for
Negro representation in the entire
political life of the state.
This is a perspective that would
help make firm and lasting the unity
between the Negro masses and the
labor movement. It would give a tremendous impetus to an alliance between the farmers-North
and
South, and particularly of the South

-and the labor and progMdw
movement. This step would a&a
favorably the whole democratic
development i,u this country and
would help turn the country from
the path of war to the path of peace-.
It would contribute to that type of
coalition which could rid the country of all pro-fascist legislation like
the Smith Act, the Taft-Hartley Act,
the McCarran Act. Such a step would
go a long way in helping to
strengthen the cause of a democraticpeace coalition for the elections of
1952This is the task set before the labor
and progressive movements for the
year 1952.A great responsibility rests
upon us. We Communists will do
everything in our power to bring
about a realization of this, because
only by fighting for the greatest
amount of democracy can the proletariat and its allies march inevitably
to Socialism.
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